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SHORT COMMUNICATIONS

A REPLACEMENT FOR THE SRSS METHOD IN SEISMIC ANALYSIS

E. L WILSON*, A. DER KIUREGHIANt AND E P. BAYOt

Department of Civil Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, California, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

3s well-known that the application of the Square-Root-of-Sum-of-Squares (SRSS) method in seismic ana ysis for
nmbining modal maxima can cause significant errors. Nevertheless, this method continues to be used by the profession for

X- vnificant buildings. The purpose of this note is to present an improved technique to be used in place of the SRSS method
:sismi analysis.

iA Complete Quadratic Combination (CQC) method is proposed which reduces errors in modal combination in all
samples studied. The CQC method degenerates into the SRSS method for systems with well-spaced natural frequencies.
ice the CQC method only involves a small increase in numerical effort, it is recommended that the new approach be used

asa replacement for the SRSS method in all response spectrum calculations.

INTRODUCTION

lie SRSS method of combining modal maxima has found wide acceptance among structural engineers
eajaged in seismic analysis. For most two-dimensional analyses, the SRSS method appears to yield good
, Qults when compared to time-history response calculations. Based upon the early success of the me:-hod in
r o-dimensions, the SRSS approach is now being used for three-dimensional dynamic analysis without having
en verified for such structures. In fact, the method is now an integral part of a large number of computer

rograms for the dynamic analysis of general three-dimensional systems.'-3
The problem associated with the application of the SRSS method can be illustrated by its application to the
jor-storey building shown in Figure 1. The building is symmetrical; however, the centre of mass is located 25
hes from the geometric centre of the building. The direction of the applied earthquake motion, a table of

natural frequencies and the principal directions of the mode shapes are illustrated in Figure 2. One notes the
iclseness of the frequencies and the complex nature of the mode shapes in which the fundamental mode shape
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sFigure 1. Simple three-dimensional building example
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Figure 2. Frequencies and approximate directions of mode shapes
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has x, y, as well as torsional components. This type of frequency distribution and coupled mode shapes are v
common in asymmetrical building systems.

This structure was subjected to the Taft, 1952, earthquake. The exact maximum base shears for the fo
exterior frames produced in the first five modes are shown in Figure 3. A mode superposition solution, in whi
all 12 modes were used, produces base shears as a function of time. The maximum resulting base shears in ea
of the four frames are plotted in Figure 4(a). For this structural model and loads, these base shears represent
'exact' results.

If these modal base shears are combined by the SRSS method, the values shown in Figure 4(b) are obtaini
The sum of the absolute values of the base shears is shown in Figure 4(c). The base shears found by the nc
'Complete Quadratic Combination' (CQC) method are shown in Figure 4(d). Note that the signs of the ba
shears are not retained in any of these approximate methods.

For this case it is clear that the SRSS method greatly underestimates the forces in the direction of the motic
Also, the base shears in the frames normal to the motion are overestimated by a factor of 14. It is clear t
errors of this order are not acceptable. The sum of absolute values, which is a method normally suggested
the case where frequencies are close, gives a good approximation of the forces in the direction of motionb
overestimates the forces in the normal frames by a factor of 25. For this example, the double sum meth
required by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission produces results very close to the sum of the abolute value

The CQC method applied to this example gives an excellent approximation to the exact results. The ma
purpose of this note is to present a summary of this new technique for combining model maxima.
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BASIC MODAL EQUATIONS
;hears in each
represent the le dynamic equilibrium equations for a three-dimensional structural system subjected to a ground

-cceleration, fi.(t), in the x-direction is written as
are obtainedE> MC+CU+KU = Mx<(x(t)> (1)
id by the nei
ns of the bas lere M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectivley. The three-dimensional relative

placements, velocities and accelerations are indicated by U, fJ and tU. The column vector Mx contains the
,fthe motion1  inponents of mass in the x-direction and zeros in all other directions.
t is clear that 'The mode superposition solution involves the introduction of the transformation
suggested for = (2)
)f motion but;
sum metho&d here is the matrix containing three-dimensional mode shapes of the system and Y is the vector of normal

olute values . 0-ordinates. The introduction of this transformation and the premultiplication of equation (1) by q, r yields
Its. The mainT M 4T M(Y + VTc(V + qT KOY = qVTM.<(x(t)> (3)
xima.

Fc r proportional damping the mode shapes have the following properties:

.(T M,4; = i (4)

4 T Kj c= ,2 (5)

, .T CO = 2Cti'om 1  (6)

i which 4; is the ith column of 1P representing the ith mode shape, m; is the ith modal mass, and C; is the
damping ratio for mode i. Due to the orthogonality properties of the mode shapes, all modal coupling terms of

1 the form dT A+i are zero for i 0j. Thus, equation (3) reduces to a set of uncoupled equations in which the typical
".'11modal' equation is of the form:

.Y + 2i cv k + 1'0 = pi<i.(t)> (7)

Wi.ere

P 4,M (8)

!; is :he participation factor for mode i.
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The evaluation of equation (7) for all modes yields the time-history solution for normal co-ordinates~7
'total structural displacements, as a function of time, are then obtained from equation (2).

DEFINITION OF RESPONSE SPECTRUM AND MAXIMUM MODAL DISPLACEMEN'T

[rc"lpared to t
;fiequencies, th

w, .- '.jI

I. .1The following equation can be solved for the response y3(t)

~j + 2C (.oi Yh +0w yj = ii.(t)

At the point in time where Iyi(t)I is maximum, the response is defined as Yi,.max A plot of this maxin
displacement versus the frequency co, for each C; is by definition the displacement response spectrum for
earthquake fi(t). A plot of Y,.max°,c is the pseudo-velocity spectrum and a plot of Yi,max c2 is the pset
acceleration spectrum. These pseudo-velocity and acceleration spectra are of the same physical interest but
not an essential part of a response spectrum analysis. I

If the dynamic loading on the structure is specified in terms of the displacement spectrum, then
maximum response of each mode is given by

Ymax = PiYimax

Therefore, the maximum contribution of mode i to the total response of the structure is
'i

U1 , max = (NPAYi. max

For all modes yl,max is, by definition, positive. The maximum modal displacement Us max is proportional to'
mode shape 4,, and the sign of the proportionality constant is given by the sign of the modal participat
factor. Therefore, each maximum modal displacement has a unique sign, which is given by equation (11). A
the maximum internal modal forces, which are consistently evaluated from the maximum modal disph
ments, have unique signs. These signs for the maximum modal base shears of the example structure
indicated in Figure 3 by arrows.
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ITHE COMPLETE QUADRATIC COMBINATION METHOD (CQC)

The use of random vibration theories can eliminate the previously illustrated errors which are inherent in
absolute sum or the SRSS method. Based on this approach, several other papers have presented more realiz
methods for modal combination.4' 5 The complete development of the CQC method, which is now be
proposed as a direct replacement for the SRSS technique, is presented by the second author in References 6-a
7. The CQC method requires that all modal response terms be combined by the application of the follow
equations:
For a typical displacement component, uk:

1k= Az F. Uk i Pj Ukj)
a j

(1

and for a typical force component, fk:

Ak = (Z A PPiJfkJ) (121

where uk is a typical component of the modal displacement response vector, Ui{maXs andfk is a typical fo
component which is produced by the modal displacement vector, U, max. Note that this combination formula i
of complete quadratic form including all cross-modal terms, hence, the reason for the name Compl
Quadratic Combination. It is also important to note that the cross-modal terms in equations (12) may assum
positive or negative values depending on whether the corresponding modal responses have the same'
opposite signs. The signs of the modal responses are, therefore, an important key to the accuracy of the CQC
method.

In general the cross-modal coefficients, py, are functions of the duration and frequency content of thi
loading and of the modal frequencies and damping ratios of the structure. If the duration of earthquake is lol
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Ordinates. a
i

ired to the periods of the structure, and if the earthquake spectrum is smooth over a wide range of
acies, then, it is possible to approximate these coefficients by6 7

'T

CEMENJ

8J/(C1 C1) (C1 + rCj) r3 /2
(l-r2)2 4C1 Cjr(I +r 2)+4(C2+CJ2)r 2 (13)

s-r = coj/coi. For constant modal damping, C, this expression reduces to

8C'(1 + r) r31
1

Pj (I -r 2 )2+T4-C~r( + r) (14)
his maxir
:ctrum fO
s the pse
iterest bu

, that for equal damping and r = 1, py = 1. Expressions for the cross terms, which take into account the
cation and frequency content of the loading, are given in Reference 7. Additional modal combinatio:n rules
>pg the variability and the distribution of the peak response are also given in that reference. These rules arerul in non-deterministic analysis.
onsidering 5 per cent damping and the frequencies of the example structure, the evaluation of equation (14)

the cross-correlation coefficients given in Table I. One notes that if the frequencies are well-separa ted the
agonal terms approach zero and the CQC method approaches the SRSS method.

'um, then

Table I. Modal cross-correlation coefficients

)rtional to t
participatie
ion (I11). All
)dal displai
structure ''

Mode 1 2 3 4 5 Freq. rad/s

I 1*000 0998 0 006 0-006 0004 13-87
2 0998 11000 01006 01006 0004 1393
3 0006 0-006 1'000 0-998 0180 4399
4 0-006 0006 0 998 1000 0186 44'19
5 0 004 0 004 0-180 0186 1.000 54'42

COMPUTER PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

nherent in
more reali
is now De

ferences 6 s
the follow

e CQC method of modal combination has been incorporated in the computer program TABS-Three-
i nensional Analysis of Building Systems.' This involved the addition of one subroutine for the evaluation of
ukdal correlation factors, Equation (14), and the replacement of the SRSS by the CQC method as given by
aations (12). The increase in computer execution time due to the addition of the CQC method was

significant (less than 0-1 per cent for a typical structure). Therefore, there is nojustification to continue using
,e potentially erroneous SRSS method. The application of the modified TABS program to several buildings

verified the validity of the CQC method. Other examples are given in Reference 7.
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-12) S 2FINAL REMARKS

ttihould be pointed out that a method similar to the CQC method was first proposed by Rosenblueth and
(12b)1 Th'orduy' in 1969. Their method, which has a somewhat heuristic basis, has a more complicated cross-modal

ert term involving the duration of earthquake as well as the modal frequencies and damping values. This method
force haiunfortunately been neglected or misrepresented over the past several years. For example, thc NRC

iulad gulatory Guide8 recommends it for structures with closely spaced modes, however, it wrongly speci:ies the
nplete truss modal terms as being always positive. This will result in overly conservative response estimates in some
sume vpplications. Concern that this earlier method is being misunderstood, and the fact that the CQC method is
ne or Sirpler and more practical, have prompted the writing of this note.
CQQ J . t[t should also be pointed out that the SRSS method gives good results for some structures subjected I o two-

\dAirectional seismic input, even when the modal frequencies are closely spaced. It can be shown that this is due
of the dffO6b'ancelling of the cross-modal terms corresponding to the two directions of input. This phenomenon,
; long- 6W4 ever is not generally true. For example, when the two components of input are of different intensities, or

ontent (
iquake is
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when the zhree-dimensional structure is highly asymmetric, the cross-modal terms would still be significa'a
and, therefore, the SRSS method will lead to erroneous results.

Based on the preceding numerical example and the above discussion, it is strongly recommended that tth-
use of the SRSS method for seismic response analysis of structures be immediately discontinued. Continue(
use of the SRSS technique may dramatically overestimate the required design forces in some structura
elements or it may significantly underestimate the forces in other elements. The proposed CQC method i
based on fundamental theories of random vibration and consistently yields accurate results when compared t(
time-history analyses.
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